
Global Situation Framework
Once upon the time, in the future...

Technology Foresight - armasuisse S+T

The setting is a Swiss metropolitan region of a population larger than 200.000, 
with a number of government, financial and economic centers located there, 
and having recently absorbed a number of waves of immigration from diverse 
countries.

While the government pursues a liberal and humanitarian course, these waves 
have met with increasing resistance by parts of the population. 

Radicalized factions have formed a right wing non-state armed group (NSAG) 
that wants to stop immigration and have immigrants out and disavow the 
government and its liberal outlook. As a reaction to right wing attacks, immigrants
have also organized themselves into a number of NSAG. Both, the right wing NSAG 
and the immigrants' NSAG receive support by similar organisations and also 
legitimate governments from outside the country (ipropaganda support, arms, 
financially, etc.). 

A right wing NSAG of around 3.000 fighters and a large support base in the 
population (active and passive) has started concerted attacks on government 
buildings overnight and has set fire to a large residential building where mostly 
immigrants live resulting in severe human loss (still not clear). 
As a reaction to the fire attack, immigrant NSAG have attacked the right wing NSAG 
and violent clashes are going on. 

The situation gets out of control. Besides the continued occupation of a 
government building, the right wing NSAG threatens to disrupt official public 
information services and electricity distribution and continue their violent 
attacks on immigrants and their sympathizers in the population and government. 

Escalation has happened quickly, a state of emergency as well as outside 
involvement in the current situation has been declared,  

BLUE forces are now challenged to act in a number of places throughout town 
simultaneously, in concert with police and medical units.

The main task is to protect citizens and immigrants, as well as a couple of 
institutions and services central to social calm and well-being (TV station, electricity) 
from being disrupted by either of the NSAG, and take back control of its own 
assets and building.

Operational spheres will include all with a focus on 
Cyber defence, Groundoperations, Air defence, and Info ops
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